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GENERAL INFORMATION

DUDLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3307 Callis Street
Victoria, TX 77901

Year(s) Built: 1980, 1987, 1990

Approx. Total Building Square Footage 57,602 SF

Approx. Total Site Area 12.16 Acres

Potential Capacity 634

Current Enrollment 500
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T.E.A. COMPLIANCE PLAN
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CAPACITY PLAN
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INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES

CLASSROOMS

11 PRE-KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM 791 22 20

STORAGE 29

TOILET 24

12 PRE-KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM 785 22 20

STORAGE 29

TOILET 24

14 1ST GRADE CLASSROOM 785 22 20

STORAGE 29

TOILET 24

15 KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM 793 22 20

STORAGE 29

TOILET 24

17 KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM 776 22 20

STORAGE 36

TOILET 26

18 KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM 787 22 20

STORAGE 31

TOILET 24

19 1ST GRADE CLASSROOM 778 22 20

STORAGE 28

TOILET 24

20 1ST GRADE CLASSROOM 800 22 20

STORAGE 32

TOILET 26

26 2ND GRADE CLASSROOM 725 22 20

STORAGE 33

27 2ND GRADE CLASSROOM 723 22 20

STORAGE 34

28 2ND GRADE CLASSROOM 694 22 20

STORAGE 33

29 3RD GRADE CLASSROOM 725 22 20

STORAGE 33

31 3RD GRADE CLASSROOM 725 22 20

STORAGE 34

PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES

CLASSROOMS, CONT.

32 3RD GRADE CLASSROOM 702 22 20

STORAGE 35

33 4TH GRADE CLASSROOM 730 22 20

STORAGE 34

34 4TH GRADE CLASSROOM 717 22 20

STORAGE 35

35 4TH GRADE CLASSROOM 727 22 20

STORAGE 34

36 4TH GRADE CLASSROOM 728 22 20

STORAGE 36

37 5TH GRADE CLASSROOM 727 25 23

STORAGE 35

38 5TH GRADE CLASSROOM 728 25 23

STORAGE 31

39 5TH GRADE CLASSROOM 722 25 23

STORAGE 34

40 5TH GRADE CLASSROOM 723 25 23

STORAGE 36

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

8 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS STORAGE 746

30 SCIENCE MATERIALS STORAGE 699

STORAGE 33

5 KDTV 755

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 28

GIRLS RESTROOM 319

GIRLS RESTROOM 219

BOYS RESTROOM 276

BOYS RESTROOM 259

STUDENT TOILET 47

STUDENT TOILET 47

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES 20,741

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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SPECIAL PROGRAM SPACES

LABS

PC (COMPUTER) LAB 1 671

116 STORAGE 32

10 PC (COMPUTER) LAB 2 785

83 STORAGE 29

79 STUDENT RR 24

PC (COMPUTER) LAB 3 541

STORAGE 28

41 PC (COMPUTER) LAB 4 728

STORAGE 35

SCIENCE LAB 685

STORAGE 75

SPED/RESOURCE

16 ECSC (FORMALLY PPCD) 783 15 14

STORAGE 35

STORAGE 35

TOILET 24

9 SPED ACE 717 15 14

COOL DOWN ALCOVE 70

STORAGE 35

STUDENT RR 24

6 GT/DYSLEXIA CLASSROOM 750

24 MOTOR LAB 689

STORAGE 12

TOILET 26

25 SPED RESOURCE 681

STORAGE 25

STORAGE 31

SPED COOL OFF 319

24 SUPPORT 61

42 INTERVENTION ROOM 732

STORAGE 31

PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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SPED/RESOURCE, CONT.

13 INTERVENTION 793

STORAGE 29

TOILET 24

TOTAL SPECIAL PROGRAM SPACES 9,560

FINE ARTS SPACES

ART

22 ART 693

STORAGE 12

TOILET 27

MUSIC

43 MUSIC 876

TOILET 25

STORAGE 57

TOTAL FINE ARTS SPACES 1,689

CORE SPACES

LIBRARY

LIBRARY 1,453

STORAGE 149

CORE SPACES, CONT.

GYMNASIUM

A38 MULTI-PURPOSE 3,758

CAFETORIUM

CAFETERIA 2,538

KITCHEN 1,122

TOTAL CORE SPACES 9,019

PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES

ENTRY VESTIBULE 130

2 WORKROOM 760

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 28

3 CONFERENCE ROOM 755

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 9

STORAGE 28

4 SPEECH/DIAGNOSTICIAN/CLERK 760

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 28

FRONT OFFICE 167

RECEPTION 144

LSSP OFFICE 180

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE 84

SHARED CLOSET 20

RECORDS ROOM 98

STAFF RR 25

PARENT LIAISON 154

PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE 220

1 LOUNGE 761

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 9

STORAGE 28

7 INSTRUCTIONAL COACHES' OFFICE 755

STORAGE 8

STORAGE 9

STORAGE 28

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS STORAGE 746

STORAGE 8

111 STORAGE 7

80 STORAGE 28

PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES, CONT.

ADMINISTRATIVE STORAGE 40

TEXTBOOK STORAGE 253

21 COUNSELOR 696

STORAGE 12

TOILET 26

23 NURSE 686

STORAGE 12

TOILET 27

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES 7,765

GENERAL BUILDING SUPPORT/CIRCULATION

JANITOR 27

CUSTODIAL OFFICE 177

CORRIDOR 2,750

ELECTRICAL 26

YARD STORAGE 66

JANITOR 65

ELECTRICAL 25

ELECTRICAL 40

JANITOR 93

CORRIDOR 5,889

CORRIDOR 167

ADMIN SUITE CORRIDOR 162

TOTAL GENERAL BUILDING SUPPORT/CIRCULATION 9,487

PROGRAM OF SPACES
Existing Room 

Number Space/Type of Space Area per Space
Max Capacity 

(TEA Instructional 
Spaces)

Functional 
Capacity (90% 

Utilization)

TOTAL BUILDING AREA/CAPACITY TOTALS

TOTAL BUILDING AREA 57,602

TOTAL BUILDING CAPACITY 526

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY 473

*CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT UTILIZATION
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01 - ACCESSIBILITY

1.1 - Accessible parking not identified with vertical 
signs

1.4 - Storefront door bottom rails (generally too 
short, must be 10” tall)

1.5 - Door hardware (knob hardware) 1.6 - Door size (opening widths and clearances)

1.3 - Curb ramp in middle of sidewalk creates 
cross slope issue

1.2 - Sink base cabinets for wheelchair access

Primary/ original building built prior to accessibility standards. Therefore, nearly every aspect of accessibility is not 
compliant or has been modified over time to try and achieve some level of accessibility compliance. The following 
represent a sample of the accessibility conditions/deficiencies:
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1.7 - Drinking fountains

1.10 - Elevated wood deck not accessible

1.11 - Flagpole not accessible 1.12 - No accessible route to playground 
equipment

1.9 - Differential movement of concrete walks 
results in discontinuities in accessible routes.

1.8 - Bathrooms (fixtures, partitions, mirror 
reflective surface height, trap insulation)
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01 - ACCESSIBILITY, CONT. 

1.13 - No accessible route to playground 
equipment

1.16 - Front steps not consistent riser height as 
required per code and no railing present

1.17 - Door size (opening widths and clearances), 
door knobs non compliant, room signage - where 
provided - is not compliant

1.18 - Storefront door bottom rails (generally too 
short, must be 10” tall)

1.15 - No accessible route from building egress 
doors

1.14 - Stairs and ramps missing railing or railing 
provided is not compliant (bottom rail within 4” of 
surface, rail extensions at ends, etc.)
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1.19 - Stairs and ramps missing railing or railing 
provided is not compliant (bottom rail within 4” of 
surface, rail extensions at ends, etc.)

1.12 - Sink base cabinets for wheelchair access

1.13 - Front steps not consistent riser height as 
required per code and no railing present

1.14 - Bathrooms (fixtures, partitions, mirror 
reflective surface height, trap insulation)

1.11 - Sink base cabinets for wheelchair access

1.10 - Reception counter (no accessible service 
counter)
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02 - SITE
The following represent a sample of the building site conditions/deficiencies:

2.1 - Erosion undermining sidewalks and building 
edge

2.4 - Some sidewalks do not continue past egress 
door

2.5 - Negative slope of concrete towards building 2.6 - No edge protection for elevated sidewalk 
(not required, but good practice)

2.3 - Erosion undermining sidewalks and building 
edge

2.2 - Downspout disconnected from discharge 
onto splash block
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03 - PAVING
No noted paving issues

04 - FOUNDATION
The following represent a sample of the foundation conditions/deficiencies:

4.1 - Shifting retainer blocks along front of campus

05 - CONCRETE/FLATWORK
The following represent a sample of the concrete/flatwork conditions/deficiencies:

5.1 - Concrete sealant cracking and pulling away 
allowing water under flatwork
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06 - WALL/MASONRY
The following represent a sample of the wall/masonry condition/deficiencies:

6.1 - Cracking and shrinking masonry sealant 
at control joints allowing moisture into building 
envelope

6.4 - Mortar cracking from masonry joints - needs 
to be repointed

6.5 - Mortar cracking from masonry joints - needs 
to be repointed

6.6 - Mortar cracking from masonry joints - needs 
to be repointed

6.3 - Kitchen pantry wall peeling significantly

6.2 - Crack in brick veneer
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07 - WINDOWS
The following represent a sample of the window condition/deficiencies:

7.1 - Existing single pane windows very 
inefficient and will not pass current code energy 
requirements

7.3 - Evidence of attempts to seal or fix leaks – 
sloppy sealant work

7.2 - Significant growth on windows
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The base flashings throughout the campus 
appeared to be consistently deteriorated or 
damaged. 

The base flashings throughout the campus 
appeared to be consistently deteriorated or 
damaged. 

08 - ROOF
The following notes were provided by Kuhn and Associates:

Our overall recommendation is to replace the built-up roof sections and ancillary metal components, installing 
insulation to meet 2015 IECC requirements, raising equipment curbs as necessary, and to obtain a two-year contractor 
warranty, as well as a 20-year roof manufacturer warranty.

Several patches appeared to be installed to 
throughout the campus, cracked and brittle flood 
coat was also observed in multiple roof sections.

Expansion joint covers appeared to be 
deteriorated and in overall poor condition.
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The following represent a sample of the roof conditions/deficiencies (as provided by Huckabee):

8.2 - Plaster soffit cracking8.1 - Debris, growing plant materials in gutter 
where tree overhangs roof

Poorly sealed roof penetrations and damaged 
rooftop equipment were observed, potentially 
allowing for moisture infiltration.

Damaged and failing materials were observed 
near the perimeter of the roof.
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09 - FLOOR
The following represent a sample of the floor conditions/deficiencies:

9.1 - VCT damage at wet locations (near exterior 
doors, at drinking fountains, etc.)

9.4 - VCT damage at wet locations (near exterior 
doors, at drinking fountains, etc.)

9.5 - Mismatched VCT where repairs made 9.6 - Mismatched VCT where repairs made

9.3 - Mismatched VCT at wet locations

9.2 - Tile curling at edges and corners indicating 
likely adhesive failure
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10 - DOORS
Majority of door issues are related to accessibility requirements and age. The following represent a sample of the door 
conditions/deficiencies:

10.1 - Older doors show wear and tear from use 
and propping doors open

10.2 - Rated door and frame tags painted over

11 - LOCKERS
Only lockers in kitchen for staff – no campus lockers

12 - MILLWORK
General condition of existing – old, but still functioning. The following represent a sample of the millwork conditions/
deficiencies:

12.1 - Sink base cabinets not compliant for 
accessibility

12.2 - General condition of existing – old, but still 
functioning.
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14 - TECHNOLOGY
The following represent a sample of the technology conditions/deficiencies:

14.1 - No traditional MDF and IDF closets – 
cabinets located where possible

14.2 - No traditional MDF and IDF closets – 
cabinets located where possible

13 - CEILING
No ceiling deficiencies found.
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15 - DINING/KITCHEN
The following are the notes from Foodservice Design Professionals:

PROJECT NOTES:
Student Population:  500
Facility Built: 1980
Kitchen Square Footage: 1784
Recommended Square Footage: 3,200 
Renovation Date: 

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Renovate the facility to be 3200 square feet to allow proper workflow with cross relationship efficiencies. 
2.  Replace all priority 1 and priority 2 equipment.

RECEIVING:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:

  a. Air Screen

OFFICE:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:

  a. Air Screen

TOILET/LOCKER ROOM:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:

  a. Air Screen

DRY STORAGE:
1.  All equipment in this functional area are in fair condition.

COLD STORAGE ASSEMBLY:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in poor condition:

a. Cold Storage Assembly
b. Cold Storage Refrigeration System

2.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:
a. Dunnage Rack

PREPARATION:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:

  a. Utility Cart
  b. Worktable W/Sink
  c. Slicer W/Stand

BAKERY:
All equipment in this functional area are in fair condition.

PRODUCTION:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in poor condition:

  a. Exhaust Hood
2.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:
  a. Fire Protection System

  b. Convection Steamer- Single
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15 - DINING/KITCHEN, CONT.
HOLDING:

1.  The following pieces of equipment are in poor condition:
  a. Non-Insul. Heated Cabinet
2.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:
  a. Reach-In Refrigerator - 2dr
  b. Reach-In Heated Cabinet- 2dr

SERVERY:
1.  All equipment in this functional area are in fair condition.

WAREWASH:
1.  The following pieces of equipment are in fair / poor condition:
  a. Three Compartment Sink 

CODE DEFICIENCIES:
1.  Chemical storage located in food/kitchen area, all chemical storage to be located within janitors room.
2.  Exhaust hood-equipment below hood does not accommodate 6” overhang.
3.  Fire Suppression has rust located at ansul drops.
4.  Hand sinks to be located every 25’ within the line of sight.
5.  Kitchen corridors / aisleways do not meet the required 36” minimum, recommend minimum of 48”-60” clear.
6.  Locker room does not accommodate 60” turning radius.
7.  Toilet opens to kitchen.

ARCHITECTURAL:
1.  Floor: Fair/Poor
2.  Ceiling-Kitchen : Fair/Poor
3.  Walls: Fair/Poor
4.  Floor Sinks: 
5.  Electrical Panels: 
6.  Ceiling-Servery: Fair/Poor
7.  Cafeteria Square Footage: 2,538 sf

 

RATING CRITERIA:
Priority 1: Poor – Immediate replacement (0-5 life expectancy)
Priority 2: Poor/Fair – Should be replaced (5-15-year life expectancy)
Priority 3: Fair – Replacement not needed currently (15-20-year life expectancy
Priority 4: Good – Replacement not needed (20-25-year life expectancy)
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Frost build-up on walk-in freezer door

Convection Oven - Nearing end of life, paint 
peeling on side panel, missing parts on control 
panel

3 Compartment Sink - Galvanized legs Fire Protection System - Ansul piping rusting

Refrigeration system - Nearing end of life

Refrigeration system - Nearing end of life
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The following represent a sample of the dining/kitchen condition/deficiencies (as provided by Huckabee):

15 - DINING/KITCHEN, CONT.

Exhaust Hood - Not code compliant, does not 
provide 6” overhang of production equipment

Toilet Door - Opens directly into kitchen

15.1 - Kitchen severely cramped and tight for 
functions

15.2 - Two serving lines (small) for serving 
students
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16 - MEP SERVICES
The following information was provided by Salas O’Brien and represent the Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing 
conditions/deficiencies:

HVAC DESCRIPTION:
1.  64,523 sq. ft.
2.  Built in 1966 with additions in 1980, 1987 and 1990.
3.  Standalone metal building used for a gymnasium with gas heat and ventilation only. 
4.  Kitchen hood does not have make-up air. 

HVAC RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Pretreatment of additional outside ventilation air is necessary to comply with current codes and standards.  Due  

to the limits of the bond dollars this work should be a lower priority than capital expenditures for improvements 
of educational objectives.  Provide opinion of probable construction cost.  Approximately 64,523 sq. ft.

2.  Add building management and controls.  Approximately 64,523 sq. ft.
3.  Add dedicated ductless mini split system for IDF/MDF.
4.  Fix condensate drain piping for rooftop units. 
5.  Replace rooftop units manufactured 2010 and prior.
6.  Provide make-up air for existing kitchen hood. 

ELECTRICAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Replace all Federal Pacific and other obsolete electrical switchgear.
2.  Relocate transformers and other equipment to provide worker access to panelboards and other equipment.
3.  Replace non-LED interior and exterior lighting with LED.
4.  Provide lighting controls with dimming for interior and BMCS control of exterior lighting.
5.  Replace and add additional exit signs and emergency lighting in interior and exterior clear of last door or fence 

gate/public way.
6.  Provide parking and driveway lighting, remove AEP or local utility-maintained site lighting.
7.  Remove all abandoned equipment and wiring.
8.  Provide GFCI receptacles at all code required locations.
9.  Provide local safety disconnects for all equipment and appliances lacking such devices.
10. Add additional receptacle outlets to minimize the use of power plug strips extension cords.
11.  Remove storage items clear of all electrical switchgear.
12. Provide new LED stage lighting.
13. Provide emergency generator and emergency power distribution system.
14. Provide surge suppression devices (SPDs) to all switchboards and panelboards.
15. Provide protective vehicular barriers around the AEP terminal pole that feeds the AEP pad mounted transformer.
16. Replace flexible metal conduit used outdoors with liquid tight flexible metal conduit.
17. Combine the multiple (4+) AEP metered electrical services to one pad mounted metered service.
18. Repair/replace broken conduits on roof and replace failed conduit supports.
19. Provide raceways on roof for technology cables laid directly on roof.
20. Remove all ceiling supported signs and decorations in egress corridors that obstruct exit signs.
21. Verify operation of battery powered emergency lighting, replace batteries or lighting units. Verify time delay of 

emergency to turn off in areas with HID lighting or that there is an instant on quartz restrike or another instant  
onlight source.
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TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Provide new networked card key access control to perimeter doors. Remove magnetic locks and REXs. 
2.  Provide new doors with electric crash hardware and access controls.
3.  Provide new networked burglar alarm system.
4.  Existing fire panel Notifier NSF-320 to remain. Expand and modify A/V devices for full coverage of alarms for 

TAS and NFPA compliance indoors and outdoors. 
5.  Expand and update existing Bogen Multicom-2000 public address system with audio coverage in all areas.
6.  Remove abandoned technology equipment and wiring.
7.  Provide wire management in IDF and MDF locations.
8.  Remove all coaxial cable TV distribution and CRT TVs. Replace with IP/LED flat screens.
9.  Replace all projectors with LED projectors or convert to flat screens.
10. Provide new networked IP video surveillance system.
11.  Provide first responder radio coverage testing.
12. Provide new stage and gym local sound system.
13. Provide UPS for all data racks.

PLUMBING DESCRIPTION:
1.  Building is not fire sprinkled.
2.  Water closets are floor mounted, some are wall mounted with flush valves but don’t meet the code requirement  

of 1.28 gallons per flush. Some of the urinals appear to be have been replaced several years back and do meet  
the .5 gallon per flush requirement, some are original, lavatories are a mixture of new and original with single  
post faucets. Janitor closets are a mixture of mop and service sinks, some without hot water. Drinking fountains  
are a mixture of hi-lo and single fountains, a few of the single fountains need to be replaced. Stainless steel 
sinks do not meet TAS depth requirements.

3.  Water piping is copper. Insulate water piping in exposed areas that are not heated. Insulate all hot water piping.
4.  The gas fired water heater serving the kitchen is located in the mechanical room adjacent to the kitchen. 

Electric  water heaters including a 6 gallon and several point of use water heaters located under cabinets serve 
the rest of the buildings. None of the heaters have a required floor drain/ floor sink for drain lines. The 6 gallon 
heater needs to be properly supported with a drain pan under it.

5.  Sanitary and vent piping appears to be a mixture of cast iron and PVC plastic piping. In the kitchen, all multi- 
compartment sink drains need to be routed to a floor sink, they cannot drain back to the wall. The washing   
machine needs its own drain system and cannot drain to a mop sink. Condensate lines cannot drain to a mop  
sink.  The ice maker in the teacher’s lounge needs a floor sink/drain adjacent to it. Grease trap needs to be   
replaced with a dual compartment grease trap and a sample well installed downstream.

6.  Gas piping is served by a 5 pound meter. 5 pound and 8 ounce gas is routed on the roof to serve the rooftop  
units and through the kitchen. Other buildings are served by underground lines and routed on the wall to 
serve furnaces. Piping is black steel with threaded joints and appears to have been painted recently. Piping 
supports on the roof are a mixture of Unistrut and wood blocking. Flex connectors to the rooftop units should 
be replaced.

7.  Condensate piping from the rooftop units currently drain through the downspouts at the gutters and spill on  
grade. They cannot drain to the gutters if the downspout is not connected to a piped storm sewer system.

PLUMBING RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Provide a fire sprinkler system in each area as required by code. This may be considered a low priority based  
  on further evaluation.
2.  Replace floor mounted water closets with new 1.28 gallon per flush water closets, replace lavatories, drinking  
  fountains, mop sinks, and stainless steel sinks to meet TAS requirements 
3.  Insulate water piping in exposed areas that are not heated. Insulate all hot water piping.
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The following represent a sample of the MEP conditions/deficiencies (as provided by Huckabee):

16.1 - Broken conduit at roof 16.2 - Existing fluorescent light fixtures

16.3 - Cluttered and crowded electrical room with 
IDF cabinet and campus storage

16.4 - Check curb heights for rooftop units for 
minimum height requirements

4.  Replace all water heaters 10 years or older, provide floor sinks/drains adjacent to them. Consider    
  upsizing the gas fired heater serving the kitchen. Provide a shelf and drain pan under 6 gallon heater in janitors  
  closet. Consider circulating systems to meet the 2015 IECC code. Provide hot water to all fixtures that code   
  requires, including public lavatories and mop sinks.
5.  Provide floor sinks/drains where required by code with trap seal protection. Provide trap seal protection in all  
  existing drains. Provide a washing machine rough-in complete with waste, vent, hot and cold water. Replace the  
  current grease trap with a new dual compartment grease trap and provide a sample well downstream of the  
  grease trap.
6.  Replace the wood blocks on the roof supporting the gas piping with new supports. Replace the flex connectors  
  at the rooftop units, provide shorter connectors to meet code
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16.5 - Not sufficient power at fixed computer 
locations

16.7 - Makeshift laundry drain into mop sink

16.6 - 3 compartment sink drain non-compliant, 
must drain into floor drain
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The following information was provided by Salas O’Brien and represent the Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing 
condition/deficiencies for ALL Campuses:

DISTRICT-WIDE ELECTRICAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO ALL CAMPUSES

ELECTRICAL SWITCHGEAR:
Looking at the school district as a whole, the majority of the electrical switchgear is pre-1980 construction, obsolete, 
and should be replaced due to lack of replacement parts and beyond end of life. The remainder of the switchgear that 
is pre-2000 is a mix of obsolete of near end of life equipment that should be considered for replacement. Obsolete 
circuit breakers and other electrical equipment removed in renovations should be selectively retained by VISD for 
spare maintenance parts to be used in other campuses until all obsolete equipment is replaced district wide.

Existing electrical and mechanical rooms should be cleared of storage items which are creating safety and fire 
hazards. Where there are other permanent obstructions for accessing electrical equipment safely, either the electrical 
equipment or the obstruction should be relocated.

Surge suppression devices (SPDs) with selenium/MOV protection should be added to all new and existing main 
electrical service gear and SPDs with MOV protection to all new and existing panelboards.

EMERGENCY POWER:
Consideration should be given to adding emergency natural gas generators and emergency power distribution for 
life safety lighting and power for communications. Additionally, to mitigate campus evacuation during extended power 
outages the following can be included on the emergency generator: minimal general lighting and power in selected 
areas, elevators, and power for kitchen cooler/freezers to avoid food spoilage. This will eliminate the need for battery 
packs in emergency lighting fixtures, and the required cost of maintenance/testing/replacement of individual light 
fixture and exit sign battery packs throughout the campuses.

LIGHTING: 
Major life safety concerns are the lack of and mis-placement of emergency lighting and exit signage both inside and 
outside the buildings, including the exterior portions of many of the buildings within the controlled access (fenced/
gated) areas of each campus which can be fully addressed with a campus wide lighting replacements. Simulated power 
failure testing and corrective measures of the existing emergency lighting and exit signage should be conducted as 
soon as possible.

Lighting consist of obsolete T-12 fluorescent and HID lighting without energy saving automatic lighting controls that 
should be replaced with LED lighting with minimal (simple) code required lighting controls that includes dimming 
in instructional spaces. Newer campuses with existing T-8 fluorescent lighting can be future evaluated and remain 
functional with continued maintenance/repair but should be replaced with LED under a lower priority than the T-12 
fluorescent campuses based on the age of the lighting system.

MISCELLANEOUS:
Receptacles required to be GFCI protected by the 2020 NEC shall be replaced district wide. Additional receptacles 
should be added to eliminate the use of extension cords across rooms which create a tripping hazard and TAS 
violation. Other additional receptacles added to eliminate the extensive and non-code compliant use of power strips 
for permanently installed equipment.
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DISTRICT-WIDE TECHNOLOGY (communications, safety, and security)

GENERAL:
All systems should be tested end to end to identify deficiencies in the existing hardware and cabling, and to identify 
weaknesses that require correction.

All abandoned cabling and equipment shall be removed for NEC compliance.

NFPA 3000 STANDARD FOR AN ACTIVE SHOOTER / HOSTILE RESPONSE (ASHER) PROGRAM:
The District and all stake holders should develop a planning/response/recovery plan in accordance with NFPA 
3000 as the outcome will affect almost all aspects of the technology infrastructure district wide and may alter the 
recommendations in this report accordingly.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM:
Fire alarm system alarms consist of horn and horn/strobe alarm devices with only the newer campuses having current 
NFPA/ADA/TAS compliant devices and device locations. Current code requirement is for a voice evacuation fire alarm 
systems.

Existing fire alarms will be required to be updated to current voice evacuation code requirements with any building 
floor plan changes or renovations. At a minimum all systems horn/strobe alarm devices shall be brought up to current 
NFPA standards. All fire alarm systems should be upgraded or replaced with voice evacuation whenever there is major 
above ceiling work such as a campus wide lighting retrofit, HVAC retrofit, or fire sprinkler addition.

Most if not all buildings are non-sprinklered and should have smoke and/or heat detection in pre-K and Kindergarten 
areas, egress exits/corridors, storage and equipment rooms, kitchens, etc. Fire alarm pull stations added with lacking 
or where not in proper ADA access locations.

Campuses with existing current generation Notifier NFS series fire alarm panels are capable of adding voice 
communications to the existing panels. Most if not all fire alarm panels have 4G cellular communicators. Existing 
upgradeable and replacement fire alarm panel should include an IP communicator (if not existent) for remote access by 
District personnel and as an alternate channel for monitoring. If existing, legacy POT telephone line communications 
can be removed with this migration.

FIRST RESPONDER RADIO COVERAGE:
All campuses should be tested for interior first responder radio coverage as required by the IBC and NFPA unless 
pre-determined to be adequate by the local Fire Marshall. Those not in compliance shall have distributed antennae 
systems (DAS) installed. It is estimated that most elementary schools will not require a DAS except for Mission Valley ES 
and Aloe ES which may require. It is possible the middle schools and Liberty HS may require a DAS.

SCHOOL COMMUNICATION/CLOCK/BELL SYSTEMS:
School communication/clock/bell systems include legacy switch-bank controls, and more modern microprocessor-
based systems manufactured by Bogen, Rauland, and Valcom. At a minimum the obsolete switch-bank systems should 
be replaced in their entirety. The other systems at a minimum required additional speakers in the corridors and other 
dead spaces where there are none or very few. Moving in the direction of a single manufacture and platform to easily 
allow district-wide mass notification should be strongly considered. Analog sweep hand clocks should be removed or 
replace with less expensive digital clocks only in limited locations such as kitchen/cafeteria, front office, libraries.

Consideration should be given to implementing unauthorized access panic buttons in strategic locations in each 
campus which will automate a specific warning tone or signal through the school communications system to initiate a 
lock-down.
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All school communication systems should be upgraded or replaced with whenever there is major above ceiling work 
such as a campus wide lighting retrofit, HVAC retrofit, or fire sprinkler addition.

TELEPHONE SYSTEM:
District wide telephone system is IP based and shall remain. Handsets are 3COM which is now supported by HP. 
Verify compatibility with HP product substitutions and longevity. Additions and relocations only as needed and during 
architectural renovations.

DATA CABLING:
The majority of data infrastructure consist of legacy category 5 and 5e cabling which can remain. All campuses have 
WiFi Access Points (WAPs) distributed across campus. Consider upgrading the WiFi cabling and hardware to category 
6A for increased bandwidth and future proofing.

There are few to none dedicated technology closets with proper air-conditioning. Existing rooms used for MDFs and 
IDFs should be air-conditioned to maintain proper air temperatures for this equipment.

There are no un-interruptible power supplies serving or protecting the electronics equipment. UPSs should be added 
to avoid network shut downs due to poor power quality or short duration power failures. Addition of emergency 
generators and emergency power feeding the UPSs should eliminate any network shutdown due to poor power quality 
or utility power outages.

Existing cabling in technology rooms should be dressed and organized with cable management devices. Minimal data 
outlets should be relocated or added to minimize long runs of patch cables where this condition exists. Additional 
network evaluations that should be evaluated and corrected beyond the scope of this report include the District’s fiber 
WAN and data transmission choke points both on the WAN and the LANs in each campus.

ACCESS CONTROL:
Existing access control consist of legacy magnetic locks and card key access at perimeter door locations. Most 
campuses are inconsistent with deployment and have unprotected access locations. Many egress doors lack proper 
ADA crash hardware. Doors and door hardware should be replaced to meet ADA requirements with electric crash 
hardware and IP based door controllers residing on the Districts IP network and appropriate software. Access control 
should be a separate system isolated from the burglar alarm system so that unauthorized access to an active card key 
does not deactivate the burglar alarm system and can decentralize District personnel control between the two systems 
for added security.

Exterior gates that are chained and pad-locked should be upgraded with locking crash hardware where they impede 
the emergency egress from the building and campus. Use of chains and padlocks on exterior gates during school 
hours should be evaluated with the local Fire Marshall and District security personnel.

BURGLAR ALARM:
Burglar alarm systems should be replaced as needed with a District standard enabling network access to the panels as 
the existing equipment is or is becoming obsolete.

AUDIO/VISUAL PRESENTATION:
There is a lack of consistency in teacher instruction audio/visual presentation for both equipment used and 
deployment ranging from ceiling mounted projectors, projectors mounted on teacher’s desk, and projectors on carts. 
At a minimum all desk and permanently located cart mounted projectors should be moved to ceiling mount to eliminate 
ADA obstacles and trip hazards from data cabling and power extension cords laid on the floor. A consensus future 
curriculum requirements and A/V presentation requirements and equipment should be developed moving forward 
including the use of classroom sound enhancement systems.
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Obsolete legacy CRT TVs and VCRs with coaxial CATV cable distribution is still present in many classrooms (but not 
seen in use) and should be removed.

Local sound reinforcement systems in cafeterias/stages, and gymnasiums is inconsistent campus to campus. These 
systems should be replaced when there are non-existent, not fully functional, or there are architectural renovations in 
this space. Salvageable A/V equipment should be returned to the District for redeployment at other campuses that are 
lacking equipment or need replacements but yet to receive architectural renovations.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE:
There is a lack of consistency in video surveillance and user access. Migration should be to a fully IP based system and 
software using IP cameras with POE power and eliminating local DVRs and dedicated monitoring stations (some are in 
closets or equipment rooms). POE cameras and the use of UPSs will keep this system functional during short duration 
power outages.

Camera locations and types should be evaluated campus wide to eliminate dead coverage spots, areas prone to illicit 
behavior, and to provide face recognition quality video at perimeter entry points.

17 - GENERAL/TYPICAL CONDITIONS

Full assessment includes many issues and photographs representing the prevalence of the issues noted herein.
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